
COMPLIANCE WITH LEGAL OBLIGATIONS

BY BUSINESSES IN THE ADDIS ABBA MERCATO

by John Ross and Zemariarn Berhet

The Law imposes certain obligations on all persons who, being traders as de-
fined by Article 5 of the Commercial Code, engage in commerce. Among the most
important of these ure the duties to register with the Ministry of Commece, in-
dustry and Tourism and to keep accounts of all business transactions. Also, in
the event of failure of a business there may be a duzy to fie a stateuient of
bankruptcy with the High Court if all commercial obligations cannot be met. In
our survey of business practices in the Mercato' questions were asked to determine
to what extent these duties are being fulfilled by traders in the Mercato.

a. Buiness Registration Requirements.

The Commercial Register. Prior to the enactment of the Commercial Code
registration of businesses ws required under the Business Enterprises Registration
Decree' The Code includes provisions for a Commercial Register3 but allows the
prior law to remain in effect until an order is published in the Negarit Gazeta
revoking it.' This order has not been published yes, bvu the Decree has been re-
placed by the Business Enterprises Registration Proclamation of 1961. Under the
Commercial Code only those businessmen classed as -traders" and organizations
classed as "cormerciai" would be required to register, but every company and
every person engaged in busines for pro ft is required to register under the Pro-
clamation. While failure to register under the Commercial Code will only prevent

* J.D., 1971, Northwestern University and LLE., 1972, Haiks Slamssie I University, .cspeetively;
members o. the Northwestern University--faile Sellassie I Univer sity Research Project, 1971.

1. This Survey was undertaken primarily to ancover infortnation concerning the extent to which
the rlatively sophisticatcd busincss law conccpts imported into Ethiopia by the Commercial
Code and various other Codes, orod:amatlons, and regulations have been absorbed by th,± ave-
r ge Ethiopian merchant and aithoritics eharg.d with enforcement. The Survey was conducted
by analyzing a sclection of cns; files from various courts which it was thought would contain
representasive sanks*- of all kirds or ommuercial eases now being litiated and by interiewing
a selection cf merchants and t ssd- ir- the Me-cati,, Addis Ababa's principal market area.
With the time and resource-s available it was calcullated that a-out 150 interciews coud be
conducted. Therefore, for most types of barne.ss, intrniews were sought in one o"t or 30
establihmemis while larger percentage were sought of importers, exporters and some retail
busiAesses which, though smal in number, appeared so significant that they should be repre-
sented in the survey. Altogether, 166 intervicws were conducted but eight of thee were disre-
garded because of their incompleteness. All of the intcrviews were with the owners or par
o .ners of business establishments excpt in the case of a few branch outlets for industrial
share companies where the ma-agers vre intcniewed. A more complete report of the rcsults
of this suney is containod in the authors' paper "Legal Aspects of Doing BusineSs in Addis
Ababa: A Profile of Me.-to D:timcn aiid their Reception of New Laws" published in
January 1972 as Occsioual Paper No. I of the Jowrnd of &hkopim Law.

2. Business Enterprists Rtistration Decree, 1957. DeCree No- 27, Ney- Oaz.. year 17. no- 4,
3, Comm. C., Arts 86-123,
4. Id., Art. 1174,
5. Business Enterprises Registration Proclamation, 1961, Proc. No. 184, Neg, GGa., year 21, no. 3.
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someone from holding himself out to be a "trader" to third parties in addition to
being subject to criminal punishment under the Penal Code,6 the Proclamation
provides that "'nor company or individual enterpriser shal. be entitled to maintain
any action in Ethiopia upon any contract made by it in Ethiopia unbess before the
making of such contract .fhe company or individual enterpriser shall have registered
in the Ministry of Commerce and Industry as provided in this Proclamation."' In
addition, no municipality may license a non-registered business and any company or
individual who carried on business without registering or engages in a business
that is not authorized by his registration is punishable in accordance with the
provisions of the Penal Code of 1957." 8 Thus, although the provisions of the
Proclamation are more simple beczuse they eliminate the necessity for making the
subtle legal distinctions between "traders" and "non-traders" and require every
business enterprise to be registered, the practical effects of failure to register may
be much more harsh than those of the Commercial Code. Under the Code the
only civil legal effects of uon-registration of an individual trader seem to be that
the trade name and disuiguishing marks of his business are not protected,9 he is
njot able to voluntarily enter a scheme of arrangement instead of being declared
bankrupt,'0  and his account books are not admissible as evidence in his favor,'
None of these sanctions are likely to ever be felt by the average small business-
man. If the provisions of the Proclamation were literally applied by the courts,
however, they would prohibit the enforcement of any cdntract made by any unregis-
tered businessmn.

Registration of Businesses Interviewed in the Mereato. The major purpose of
Commercial Registers is publiciy of the legal status and financial condition of
persons and organizations registered)2 Questions were asked, therefore, to find out
if he people interviewed had registered and if they ever used the Commercial
Register to obtain information about other businesses.

Forty-seven per cent of the people interviewed said that they were not registered
with the Ministry of Commerce and Industry, but two of those not registered said
that they looked at files of other businesses to get information. Forty per cent
were registered but only four of these said they looked at other files to get infor-
mation. Thirteen per cent did not answer the questions pertaining to registration.
AViong the retail businesses about 40 per cent of the clothing and textiles shops,
40 per cent of the hardware and utensil dealers, twenty per cent of those dealing
in food products, and only one of the thirteen riscellaneous goods shops were
registered. About 65 per cent of the bar, restaurants, and hotels were registered and
40 per ont of the handicraftsmen and people providing personal servicesi Y Among

6. Pen. C., Art. 428.
7. Business Enterprlscs Registration Proclamation, 1961, cited above at note 5, Art. 5.
S. Pen, C, Art, 746,
9. See Comm. C., Arts. 118, 127-141.

10. Id., Art. 1120.
II. Id., Art. 71.
12. Id., Art. 88; A. Jauffret, Manuel de droit comrercial (Paris, Librairie Gminral de droit et de

jurisprudence, 1957), p. 60.
13, These may not be required to register under the Commercial Code because they are not

"trades" or "commercial business organizations" but they are so required under the Businss
Enterprises Registration Proclamation, 1961, cited above at note 6.
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the importing and wholesale businesses 70 per cent of the textile and clothing
mnerch ants and 65 percent of the hardware and appliance dealers said they were
registered.

By type of business organization it was found that only 37 per cent of the
individual enterprisers and 22 per cent of the partnerships without written agree-
ments were registered.'4 Of the paitnerships with written agreements 63 per cent
were registered, however, as well as five or the eight private limited companies,
the one limited partnership, and one share company. Two of the six who said
that they used the Commercial Register to investigate other businesses were private
limited companies and the other four were individual enterprises.

There are several reasons which may account for the. lack of enthusiasm for
use of the Commcrcial Register. Athough the Proclamation says that the owner ofr
a business which is not registered cannot bring an action on any contract-in any
court in the Empire and that no Municipality can grant any license to do business
unless the business is registered, in practice these sanctions appear to be completely
ignored. Practically all of the permanent businesses in the Mercato are licensed by
the Municipality and it in fact owns many of the major btildings. The Commercial
Register was mentioned only once in all of the cases examined in the Survey and
that was in connection with whether or not a party could legitimately claim to
be president of a share company because his name was not entered as such in
the Register. If the registration law had been enforced many of the cases examined
would probably have been dismissed because the plaintiffs were not registered. Many
of those who were registered said that they received practically no benefit from
having done so, but some said that it is easier to engage in foreign trade and to
get loans and guarantees from the banks. A few bankers interviewed said that they
check to see if a borrower is registered, but most bankers accept a valid license
from the Municipality as sufficient evidence that he has a legitimate business- Among
those merchants who were aware that the Commercial Register exists and that they
might have some obligation to register but had not, there seemed to be a feeling
that registration would insure an increase in their taxes since they would have to
state the amount of capital invested in their businesses and to pay fees for registra-
tion itself. The fear regarding taxes may not be entirely unfounded. As will be
discussed in the following section, taxes, although supposedly based on income or
turnover are in many cases actually based on the amount of capital in the business.

In effect, therefore, there are two registration systems, that of the Ministry of
Commerce, Industry, and Tourism and the other of the Municipality, and since
actual penalties seem to be applied by the latter for non-registration and registering
with the former is often feared to cause am iacrease in taxes, many businessmen in
the Mercato consider the procurement of a license from the Municipality all the
formality required for legitimately doing business.

b. Obligations to Keep Acounts and Their Use for Assessment of Taxes.

Requirements of the Commercial Code. Provisions are made regarding the
kinds of accounts to be kept by all traders and commercial business organizations

14. For a discussion of the legal status of nou-rgistered parunerships and those without written
areewent see P. McCarthy, -De F tch and Customary Partenrships in Ethiopian Law," J.
Elh. L., voL 5 (1968), p. 105.
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in the Commercial Code. 's Genrally any person 1or business organization carning on
trade must keep such books as are required in accordance with business practice
and regulations, having regard to the nature and importance of the trade carried
on.17 Petty traders may be exempted from kceping accounts under special regula-
tions," but such regkations have not yet been issued and no definition of petty
trader is found in the Commercial Code or elsewhere. Presumably then even the
smallest trader is subject to the requirements being discused.

As a minimum the Code requires that every trader and every business organi-
zation keep a journal where daily entries must be made of his or its dealings re-
gardes of their nature. The book-keeper may, however, at least once a month
balance the proceeds of such dealings but must preserve all documents necessary for
checking these daily transactions.19 Every trader and business organization must also
prepare an inventory and balance sheet, both when they begin to carry on trade
and at the end of each financial year when they must also prepare a profit and
loss account?" Anyone who fails or neglects to keep books and accounts -regularly
and in good order and to keep his correspondence, invoices, and other business
papers for the prescribed time as required by law, regulation, or articles of associa-
tion is punishable under the Penal Code with fine or arrest not exceeding one month.2'

Acconting Requirements of the Income Tax Prolamation and Reglafiou& In
addition to the requirements of the Commercial Code, people in business have
obligations to keep accounts under the Income Tax Proclamation22 and Regulations.3
These laws exempt small businesses from keeping accounts. The Minister of Finance
may make regulations requiring taxpayers to keep certain books of account in
certain forms 4 but he may prescribe regulations for certain taxpayers who are
not required to keep records and books of accounts if their taxable income as
estimated by the Tax Authority does not normally exceed E. S6,000.25 The Income
Tax Regulations do provide for a category of taxpayers who do not have to keep
accounts if the tax authority estimates their income to be below E. $ 6,000,6 Fifteen
classes are provided within the category based on the amount of income which is
estimated, and the amount of tax to be paid is prescribed for each category.

If no records and books of account are maintained by a taxpayer, if for any
reason the records and books of account are unacceptable to the Income Tax
Authority, or if a taxpayer fails to declare his or its income within the prescribed
time, the Income Tax Authority may usess the tax, by estination.2

IS- Comm. C., Arts. 63-86.
16. French version roads, "tome pcrsonc physique ayant la quaiti de commer4nt."

17. Comm. C., Art, 63.
18. rd, Art. 64; see also the discussion of the Comaecis Law Codfication Sub-Commission on

Oct. 20, 1954. Proces-rmetax du ours-mminyicn des tab commacwcz (1954, unpublished,
Archivcs, Faculty of Law, Hale Selasie I Univerity), p. 58,

19. Comm. C., Art. 66.
20. ld, Art 67.
21. Pe. C-, Art. 817.
22. Income Ta. Procamatk, 1961, Proc. No. 173, Neg. Gaz., >4es 20, no, 13
23- Income Tax Regulations, 1962, Leg. Not- No. 258, Neg. Gaz, year 22, no. 1.
24. Inome Tax Proclamation, 1961, cited above at note 22, Art. 42.
25. d., Art. 43.
26. hIome Tax Regulations, 1962, cited above at note 23, Re& 30.
27. Income Tax Procamtion, 1961, cited above at note 22, Art. 40.
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Accounting Practices Among the Businesses luterviewed in the Mercato. In order
to obtain some idea of how the accounting requirements of the Commercial Code
and Income Tax Proclamtion are being followed and what effect they may have
on business practices, the people interviewed were asked a series of questions about
what kind of account books they keep, if any, and to what extent they are used
for determination of the amount of tax they pay. The latter question seems parti-
cularly important because of the number of people who cited the arbitrary manner
of tax assessment as the greatest problem faced by traders in the Mercato at
present. Out of the 158 interviews all but eight people responded to these questions.
Fifty-six of them said that they keep no books at all and that their taxes are
assessed entirely by estimation. Five, however, said that they kept no books at all
but paid no tax either. They failed to explain clearly why not. Fifty-one others
said that they keep some kind of account books but that taxes are still aSsessd
entirely on the basis of estimation. In most ases these books are only note-books
or "exercise books" in which they record credit sales and purchases and keep some
kind of basic inventory but are not complete enough to be used for an accurate
evaluation of their profits and losses.

Some appeared to keep adequate account books but for various reasons they are
not used for taxes. One merchant had had a course in accounting and kept all
the appropriate books, but said that the tax assessors will not look at them but
only estTnate on the basis of invoices and their guess at the number of sales per
year. Another also said he had been keeping accounts for a year but that the
revenue service will not accept them. He had once gone to court to have the
amount of his tax reduced. Still another said that he keeps all the journals and
ledgers required and he had copies of the Commercial Code in both English and
A haric which he showed the interviewer, but he said his books are not used for
tax assessment because they are not audited. Eleven said they keep some kind of
accounts or at least receipts and invoices which are considered by the tax assessors
but that the assessors supplement them with their own estimation.

Only one-sixth of those answering the questions said that they keep journals
and ledgers which are used for assessment of their taxes without estimation on the
part of the assessors, Three others said they keep journals and ledgers also but that
their taxes had not been assessed yet because they had only recently begun business.

Accounts were not kept or those kept were not used for tax assessment by
any of the miscellaneous goods dealers interviewed, by 90 per cent of the retail
hardware and utensil dealers, 85 percent of the personal services businesses and
handicraftsmen,' 80 per cent of the food produce dealers, 75 percent of the
bars, hotels, and restaurants, and 67 per cent of the retail clothing and textile
merchants. Accounts which were the basis of tax assessment or were considered along
with estimation were kept, however, by 75 per cent of the importers and wholesale
dealers in hardware, machinery and utensils, and by 70 per cent of the importers
and wholesale dealers in clothing and textiles.

From the viewpoint of business organizationa structure, 75 per cent of the
individual enterprisers and 80 per cent of the partnerships without written agreements
did not keep accounts which were used for tax assessment, while 65 per cent of

28. Most of these are not required to kp accounts under tho Comn4ercMiO Code, because of
their "non-trade' status.
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the private limited companies, and 70 Mr cent of the partnerships with written
agreements did. Therefore, although most of the businesses which do not ue any
or adequate accounting practices are the smaller retail shops which are run by
individual owners or, an informal partnership, a significant number of larger import
and wholesale businesses with more advanced forms of business organization seem to
be lacking in this respect also.

The problem of inadequaLe acounting methods is not one which ca. be solved
easily or quickly because a strict enforcement of the Commercial Code provisions
would simply drive oat of business many people who lack the education and ability
to keep accounts and whose businesses are not large enough to justi y hiring emp-
loyees to do it for them. There is some effort being made by the tax authority to
encourage traders to keep proper accounts since one person interviewed said that he
had not kept accounts in the past, but would in the future because last year he
had to pay a twenty per cent penalty for not having them. However, another
trader noied that although he had to pay E. S 150 a year as a penalty for not
keeping accounts, he would have to pay an employ ec mort than E. $ 150 a month
to keep accounts for him. Therefore he naturally preferred the former. The lack of
proper acounts is a serious thr at to the stability of many businesses not only
because it is needed to establish profitable prices and make wise investment decisions
bin because or the arbiirariness and inequity with which taxes may be assessed.
There is an obvious temptation for tax assessors to demand and accept bribes
when the tax assessed is based entirely on their estimation of how much the bu-
siness appears to be earning and the taxpayer has no documenalry Leidence with
which to challenge the estimation. Practically all of the businessinen who complained
about tax problems said that most people in the Mercato who did not want to
pay exorbitant taxes bribed the tax assessros and several even admitted that they
bribed them themselves. An effort needs to be made, therefore, to encourage business
owners to learn how to keep the accounts required by law, but it seems that at
attempt suddenly to enforce the laws would probably have undesirable results.

C. Ban cy.

Code Provisions. Under the codes, when a non-trader does not have enough
assets to meet all of his financial obligations his creditors may seize, upon proper
execution of a court judgment, what property he has other than that deemed
essential to his and his tamily's survival.29 Those who come first may take what
they find but the debts owed to those who find nothing are not extinguished and
may be reasserted at any time. That is to say, a "non-trader" debtor apparently
may not be legally excused from his debts under any codified procedure- he can-
not be declared "bankrupt"' The debtor may not be imprisoned for refusal to
obey a court judgment for payment of money if he is unable to do so.' On the
other hand, a trader or commercial business organization may be put into bank-
ruptcy by a suit initiated by his creditors or himself.

29- Civ. Pro. C. Arts. 404-455.
30- Id., Art. 392(2); exitnsion of bankuptcy provisions to non-traders was diwscussed by the

sub commission but rejected at the instarce of the Draftsman.
Promei Verbaix, cited above at note 1S, p. 75.

31- Civ. Pro. C., Art. 389; Rev. Com.t., Art. 58.
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Regardless of who intiates a bankruptcy action or when it is begun, a trader
or commercial business organization which tails to meet payments must file a notice
to this effect with the registrar -of the bankruptcy court including the firm's balance
sheet, its profit and loss account, and a list of its commercial credits and debts.32

Complex bankruptcy proceedings then begin in which the debtor either works out
an agreement with his creditors for partial payment of his debts and remains in
business, or the business is wound up and all of the remaining assets are distributed
to them. If the debtor's assets do not exceed F_ S 1,000 or cannot amount to more
than one tenth of the liabilitie,, a summary procedure is available in which many
of the normal steps are shortened or eliminated? Rather than entering into bank-
ruptcy proceedings, a debtor who is about to cease meeting obligations may volun-
tarily apply for a "scheme of arrangement" by which he works out a compromise
agreement with his creditors ' To do so, however, he mustfile the same documents
required for a notice of bankruptcy and show that he has been properly registered
for the past two years since the opening of business.33

Customary bankruptcy pracce in the Mercato. As should be evident from the
findings reported above these bankruptcy and scheme of arrangement provisions
would be difficult to apply to most businesses in the Mercato because they often
are not registered and rarely keep the accounts necessary for the provisions to
apply. Only one bankruptcy case was found in the High Court and it involved the
winding-up of a share company.

Bankruptcy is an institution recognized by custom among the businessmen in
the Mercato, however, and as already mentioned the results of arbitration and
conciliation proceedings often have the equivalent effect of adjudication in bankruptcy.
One such proceeding was related by an Arab importer who held E. $1,000 promis-
sory note from another trader who was "bankrupt." The bankrupt bad taken
R. S 20,000 of goods from ten different people and had only E S 10,00 remaining. Six
elders were chosen whom al the parties knew well and all agreed on. The conci-
liation agrement was not written and the proceedings were only an attempt to
bring the parties to a voluntary reconciliation. Four meetings were held, one every
week. At first the debtor was unwilling to give up his last posessions, but finally
he agreed under pressure from the lders and, after paying his taxes, the elders and
the creditors discussed bow to share his goods. A decision was reached by the
elders that the creditors tear up their promissory notes and accept half the amount
owed. The decision was not written but since the notes were torn up in front of
the elders, it seems unlikely that a future dispute would arise from it. Everyone
accepted the decision, The interviewee said he did not know what would have been
done to any party who did not comply.

Another elder interviewed said that when traders become bankrupt it is custo-
mary for them to circulate notes among their acquaintances explaining why they are
bankrupt and asking for contributions to pay off their debts. The elder had in his
pocket one of these notes from someone whose shop had burned recently and he

32. Comm. C., Art. R72-973-
33. d., Art. 1166.
34. Id., Arts 1119-53.
35. Id., Art. 1120.
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said that most people felt socially obliged to make these contributions. The dir
associations also function in some cases as a form of bankruptcy insurance so
that if a member is honestly bankrupt the association will pay his debts.

It is conceivable that the customary procedures used in cases of bankruptcy do
not include all of the protections for both debtors and creditors which the bankruptcy
law is designed to provide. It seems likely, however, that the elders who conduct
these proceedings, inquire into all outstanding debts and by knowing the bankrupt
pcrsonally arm familar with his assets. Also, since the agreements reached usually
have the legal effect of a "compromise,"3 6 creditors should be unable to reassert
their claim later in court.

In general therefore the bankruptcy provisions, because of their complexity and
lack of correlation with many business practices, are among the least "received"
of the foreign institutions of the Commercial Code, but the need of bankruptcy as
an institution has produced customary practies which in most cases are legally
recognizable.

Conclusiln

The results of this survey have shown some major conflicts in the Mercato
between law and practice. These conflicts appear to be due to lack of education
or knowledge on the part or merchants with respect to accounting practices and
registration requirements and reluctance on the part of authorities to enforce strictly
many harsh legal provisions. However we detected little, if any, evidence of resistance
to thes e laws on the basis that they are "foreign" to the customary way of doing
things. It seems likely therefore that with a growing awareness on the part of
businessmen these laws can be fully implemented and used.

36, Unfder the lam, parties arc not bound by the terms of a compromise arrived at through
conciliation unless tiry bave cxprcssly so agreed in writing. Cv. C-, Ar[ 3322). If they
have so agreed dhe concihators decision has the force of res judcara without appen] and
may not be contested by the parties on the ground of a. mistake concerning the rights on
which they have compromised, id, Art. 3312, but thee are ccrtain grounds upon which a
compromise agreement may be invalidated. Id., Armts 3313-15.
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